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CASTOFLY, AN EDTECH PLATFORM HELPING TEACHERS NAVIGATE THE POST-COVID 

CLASSROOM, FINALIST IN 2020 NVBC COMPETITION 

  

Vancouver, British Columbia: Castofly Technologies Inc. is pleased to announce that it has been 

selected as a top 10 finalist in the 2020 New Ventures BC competition. Castofly has developed a 

cloud-based EdTech platform for millions of educators around the world to seamlessly create, 

share, and collaborate on digital content. Using proprietary algorithms to automatically edit 

and sync audio to video, Castofly removes the complexity from video creation, allowing 

educators to make high-quality engaging content without any technical knowledge. With an 

anticipated beta launch on October 5th, UNESCO World Teacher’s Day, Castofly is poised to help 

schools and universities adapt to remote learning amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. 

  

“Making it this far into the competition is validation of Castofly’s potential to address a real 

pain point in the classroom, creating high-quality virtual content” says Iman Moazzen, founder 

and CEO of Castofly. “I developed this product out of my own need as a YouTube educator, but 

now, the frustration involved with creating content is no longer just an e-learning problem, it’s 

a problem affecting traditional classrooms too.” 

  

This news comes in the wake of many recent accomplishments for the company, including: 

· Announcing the launch of the beta version on October 5th. 

· Establishing two pilot projects in collaboration with leading Canadian universities 

· Winning the top prize at the PlantIt business competition sponsored by the Coast 

Capital Savings Innovation Center 

  

About Castofly Founder, Iman Moazzen:  

Iman is a serial entrepreneur, signal processing expert and experienced software architect. 

After breaking his leg in 2016, Iman developed a passion for content creation, developing 

YouTube tutorials to pass the time while recovering. Prior to founding Castolfy, he worked as 

tech lead across different industries including smart watches, audio processing and renewable 

energy. He received his PhD in Electrical Engineering from University of Victoria, Canada in 

2013.  

 

To learn more about Castofly, please contact founder and CEO Iman Moazzen at 

iman@castofly.com 
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